SERVICE BULLETIN no. M ATL-01-07

The Repairs of the ATL emergency parachutes at Users

1. APPLIES TO: the following emergency parachutes:
   ATL-88, Approval for the product use in civil aviation S-101-02/15-92,
   ATL-88/90, Approval for the product use in civil aviation S-103-02/46-96,
   ATL-88/92, Approval for the product use in civil aviation S-102-02/44-96,
   ATL-88/98, Approval for the product use in civil aviation S-82-03,
   manufactured by MarS a.s. Jevíčko, Czech Republic.

2. REASON: Specify conditions for performing repairs of the ATL emergency parachutes at users in order to secure and maintain flight features and reliability during use.

3. MEASURES: 1. The repairs of parachutes at Users, specified in Technical Descriptions, service and maintenance manuals of the
   ATL – 88, no. P – 001 - 91,
   ATL – 88/90, no. P – 001 - 93,
   ATL – 88/92 - S, no. P – 002 - 93,
   ATL – 88/98 - S, no. P – 002 – 99 emergency parachutes can be performed only by a person or organization authorized by the Manufacturer with a valid authorization for performing parachute repairs in accordance with regulations described in Chapters V of the above mentioned Technical Descriptions.  
   2. In case emergency parachutes are used when solving extraordinary situations during service, the manufacturer asks users to deliver such a parachute to a person or organization authorized by the Manufacturer for performing parachute repairs or directly to the Manufacturer for a complete inspection, for securing possible repairs of damaged parts and for the approval for further use.

4. TERM OF EXECUTION: Upon the Bulletin’s receipt.

5. SEQUENCE OF MEASURES: See point no. 3
6. VALIDITY: Upon the date of the bulletin issue.

7. DATE OF ISSUE: In Jevíčko, on 21 August 2007
Ing. Jaroslav Sedláčk - Head of Technical Department
MarS a.s. Jevíčko
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